New Monitor Stands From Stands And Mounts Offer Customers New Display Solutions
Stands and Mounts, the leading online retailer of monitor stands, announces a new line of pole mount
monitor stands intended to take up less space in the home and store easily, making them ideal for
apartments or dorm rooms.
Online PR News â€“ 29-May-2012 â€“ Stands and Mounts, a leading retailer in innovative display options, is
proud to announce a new line of monitor stands designed with small spaces in mind. These stands offer more
display options and configurations for urban spaces, giving creative homeowners a way to design and
customize their in-home workspaces.
Â
Most people dont want their monitor to stay on top of a desk in another room , which is why so many
people have laptops. The pole monitor stands allow them the flexibility of a laptop without buying
another computer.
Once restricted to sitting on a desktop, todays computer monitors are compact and light enough to be hung
on the dorm wall. But while the look of a wall mounted monitor may be stylish and contemporary, it may not
be the safest option for a high dollar item. A pole mount for screens allows for the same look while providing
ample support for the unit. Used with a wireless keyboard, the pole mount for monitor screens eliminates the
need for a desk altogether. The user can eaily sit on the couch or in a chair, even lay in bed, with the wireless
keyboard and use the computer. The pole can easily be stored out of the way when company visits.
Â
The computer is much less of an office only item. These days, the computer is simply another part of a
familys entertainment options, said Carol Moretto, a spokeperson for Monitors and Stands. Most people dont
want their monitor to stay on top of a desk in another room , which is why so many people have laptops. The
pole monitor stands allow them the flexibility of a laptop without buying another computer.
Â
Another option is to use a single pole floor stand with multiple pole mounts so several monitors can be
displayed on the same pole. Up to four monitors can be staggered on the same pole, allowing the users to
gather around it. This setup can be ideal for busy families looking to spend more time together.
Â
The kids can work on homework and Mom can catch up on her emails as she helps them, said Moretto. Or
lets say that a husband and wife want to go on vacation. They can sit side by side on the couch, surf the
internet separately, and show each other what they come up with as they find it.
Â
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